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Method
Next-generation sequencing identifies the natural
killer cell microRNA transcriptome
Todd A. Fehniger,1,4 Todd Wylie,2,4 Elizabeth Germino,1 Jeffrey W. Leong,1
Vincent J. Magrini,2 Sunita Koul,3 Catherine R. Keppel,1 Stephanie E. Schneider,1
Daniel C. Koboldt,2 Ryan P. Sullivan,1 Michael E. Heinz,2 Seth D. Crosby,2
Rakesh Nagarajan,3 Giridharan Ramsingh,1 Daniel C. Link,1 Timothy J. Ley,1
and Elaine R. Mardis2,5
1Department of Medicine, Division of Oncology, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri 63110, USA;
2Department of Genetics, The Genome Center, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri 63110, USA;
3Department of Pathology and Immunology, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri 63110, USA
Natural killer (NK) cells are innate lymphocytes important for early host defense against infectious pathogens and
surveillance against malignant transformation. Resting murine NK cells regulate the translation of effector molecule
mRNAs (e.g., granzyme B, GzmB) through unclear molecular mechanisms. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small noncoding
RNAs that post-transcriptionally regulate the translation of their mRNA targets, and are therefore candidates for me-
diating this control process. While the expression and importance of miRNAs in T and B lymphocytes have been estab-
lished, little is known about miRNAs in NK cells. Here, we used two next-generation sequencing (NGS) platforms to define
the miRNA transcriptomes of resting and cytokine-activated primary murine NK cells, with confirmation by quantitative
real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) and microarrays. We delineate a bioinformatics analysis pipeline that identified 302 known and
21 novel mature miRNAs from sequences obtained from NK cell small RNA libraries. These miRNAs are expressed over
a broad range and exhibit isomiR complexity, and a subset is differentially expressed following cytokine activation. Using
these miRNANGS data, miR-223 was identified as a mature miRNA present in resting NK cells with decreased expression
following cytokine activation. Furthermore, we demonstrate that miR-223 specifically targets the 39 untranslated region of
murine GzmB in vitro, indicating that this miRNA may contribute to control of GzmB translation in resting NK cells. Thus,
the sequenced NK cell miRNA transcriptome provides a valuable framework for further elucidation of miRNA expression
and function in NK cell biology.
[Supplemental material is available online at http://www.genome.org. The sequence data from this study have been
submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/sra.cgi) under accession
nos. SRR036363, SRR036364, SRR036206, and SRR036210. The microarray data from this study have been submitted to
the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession no. GSE21003. All novel
microRNA sequences have been submitted to miRBase (http://www.mirbase.org).]
Natural killer (NK) cells are innate immune lymphocytes that are
important for early host defense against pathogens and surveil-
lance against malignant transformation (Yokoyama et al. 2004;
Caligiuri 2008; Di Santo 2008b; Lanier 2008). NK cells are distinct
from adaptive T and B lymphocytes, including unique NK devel-
opmental pathways, receptor-based target recognition, trafficking,
and functional responses. One distinguishing feature of mature
resting murine NK cells is their expression of mRNAs that encode
effector molecules, including granzyme B (GzmB), perforin (Prf1),
and interferon-gamma (Ifng), which exhibit a post-transcriptional
mechanism of regulation (Stetson et al. 2003; Fehniger et al. 2007).
Upon activation, these effector molecule mRNAs are rapidly trans-
lated, resulting in an armed NK cell ready for a rapid functional re-
sponse upon triggering by a target cell. Themechanisms responsible
for regulating the translation of effector mRNAs, including the
critical cytotoxic effector molecule GzmB, in resting NK cells are
unclear.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) comprise a large family of small non-
coding RNAs that post-transcriptionally regulate mRNAs and
thereby influence fundamental cellular processes and gene ex-
pression programs (Bartel 2004). miRNAs are initially transcribed
as long primary transcripts (pri-miRNA) that are processed into
precursor hairpin intermediates (pre-miRNA), and then to 19–27-
nt mature miRNAs through a complex and highly regulated bio-
genesis process (Davis and Hata 2009). Mature miRNAs are loaded
into the RNA induced silencing complex (RISC), which targets
specific mRNA causing translational blockade and degradation
(Bartel 2009). Each miRNA sequence is predicted to target hun-
dreds of mRNAs, and individual miRNAs have been implicated
in regulating multiple, disparate biological processes. As the
number of validatedmiRNA:mRNA target pairs expands, it appears
that individual miRNA activity depends on the precise cellular
context of expression (Bartel 2009). Since NK cell effector mRNAs
have predictedmiRNA binding sites in their 39 untranslated regions
(UTRs), we hypothesize that miRNAs may be targeting mRNAs in
resting NK cells, thereby dampening protein translation. Currently,
4These authors contributed equally to this work.
5Corresponding author.
E-mail emardis@wustl.edu; fax (314) 286-1810.
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the expression of miRNAs and their importance for regulating NK
cell function or development are unknown.
Recently,miRNAs have been shown to play important roles in
the regulation of the immune system (Baltimore et al. 2008; Xiao
and Rajewsky 2009). Studies of mice with T-cell- or B-cell-specific
deficiencies in miRNA biogenesis have provided nonspecific evi-
dence of miRNA importance in normal T-cell and B-cell devel-
opment and function (Muljo et al. 2005; Koralov et al. 2008; Liston
et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2008, 2009). In addition, the expression
profiles of miRNAs in adaptive T-cells and B-cells have been
reported, allowing for studies of individual or clusters of miRNAs
in adaptive immunity (Monticelli et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2007;
Basso et al. 2009; Malumbres et al. 2009; Tan et al. 2009; Zhang
et al. 2009). Individual miRNAs or clusters have been shown to be
important for B-lymphocyte development, class switching, and
antibody production (He et al. 2005; Rodriguez et al. 2007; Thai
et al. 2007; Xiao et al. 2007, 2008; Ventura et al. 2008), as well as
tuning T-cell activation (Li et al. 2007). Thus, miRNAs appear
requisite for adaptive lymphocyte development and/or normal
function.
Defining the expression profiles of small mature miRNA se-
quences is an important first step in formulating hypotheses about
miRNA functionwithin an individual tissue or cell type. Numerous
studies have used hybridization-based techniques such as North-
ern blots, microarrays, or quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) to
define the relative expression levels of mature miRNA sequences
between tissue types or biological conditions. While these ap-
proaches have identified important differences in miRNA expres-
sion between different cell types, they are limited to detect only
known miRNA sequences. Moreover, these techniques currently
cannot interrogate the complexity in expressed mature miRNA
sequences generated by variable cropping, dicing, or RNA editing
events. Small RNA cloning followed by traditional cDNA sequenc-
ing has also been applied to profile known and novel miRNA
expression, as exemplified in the miRNA ‘‘atlas’’ (Landgraf et al.
2007). While this approach has defined many miRNAs across
species and tissues, PCR cloning followed by traditional sequenc-
ing remains very labor- and cost-intensive with a limited dynamic
range to detect and define relative miRNA expression. Recently,
next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, including the
Illumina Genome Analyzer (GA), Applied Biosystems SOLiD Sys-
tem, and 454 Life Sciences (Roche) FLX instruments, have emerged
that sequenceDNA in amassively parallel fashion, allowing for the
simultaneous generation of millions of sequence reads (Mardis
2008a,b). The Illumina GA has been used in studies to sequence
cDNA libraries created from small RNAs from human ES cell lines
(Morin et al. 2008b) and transformed mouse pre-leukemia and
leukemic cells (Kuchenbauer et al. 2008). Additional studies have
sequenced small RNA libraries from plants, Arabidopsis, chickens,
and human ovarian cancer using the 454 FLX instrument (Fahlgren
et al. 2007; Burnside et al. 2008; Dolgosheina et al. 2008;Morin et al.
2008a; Wyman et al. 2009). An expanded number of sequencing
studies on disparate tissues and cell types will be required to fully
define miRNA expression and sequence complexity, and identify
the full complement of expressed miRNA genes.
Here, we performed Illumina GA and ABI SOLiD sequencing
of small RNAs isolated from resting and cytokine-activatedNK cells
as an initial step in defining their role inNK cell biology. To this end,
we developed a bioinformatics approach that allows determination
of known miRNA identity and expression using alignments to
known miRBase precursor hairpin sequences with the short read
mapping package SHRiMP (Rumble et al. 2009). This analysis pipe-
line also provides a complete depiction of NK cell miRNA sequence
variation and isomiRs. Twenty-one novel miRNA genes were iden-
tified by aligning short reads to the genome followed by detection of
candidate novel precursor hairpins based on miRNA-like predicted
secondary structure plus sequence read alignment relationships at
a genome locus. miRNA detection in NK cells was also confirmed
usingmicroarrays and qRT-PCR. In addition, these data revealed that
miR-223, one candidate miRNA predicted to bind to the GzmB
39 UTR, was down-regulated with IL15-activation. We demonstrate
in vitro that miR-223 specifically targets the murine GzmB 39 UTR,
supporting its role in regulating GzmB translation during murine
NK cell activation. This study therefore provides a comprehensive
quantitative catalog ofmaturemiRNAexpression bymurineNK cells
using multiple platforms and a critical framework for future studies
of their impact on NK cell biology. Furthermore, the detailed bio-
informatics analysis pipeline for NGS of small RNAs can be applied
to a broad range of other rare normal or malignant cell populations
to better define miRNAs in health and disease.
Results
Sequencing of small RNAs from primary murine NK
cells using the Illumina GA
Splenic NK cells were purified from C57BL/6 (B6) mice by flow
cytometric sorting ($98% NK1.1+CD3), and lysed immediately
for total RNA isolation (resting) or after 24 h of stimulation with
recombinant murine IL15 (activated). Next, small 19–26-nt RNAs
were isolated and used to generate resting and activated cDNA li-
braries (see Methods). Each cDNA library was sequenced on three
individual lanes of the Illumina GA flow cell (six lanes total),
generating a total of 4,643,446 and 4,089,580 sequence reads from
the resting and activated NK cells, respectively. These small RNA
sequences were analyzed with two primary goals, to define the
knownmiRNA expression in resting and activated NK cells, and to
identify and enumerate novel miRNAs expressed in NK cells.
Known microRNAs identified in NK cells using
the Illumina GA
We established a bioinformatics analysis protocol for identifying
and enumerating known (miRBase v13) miRNAs based on align-
ments tomaturemiRNA andminormiRNA* encoding coordinates
in miRNA precursor hairpin sequences using SHRiMP (Supple-
mental Fig. S1). After initial removal of low-quality reads and those
without an identified 39 adaptor sequence, total reads were ‘‘com-
pressed’’ to unique sequences, retaining their individual read count
information (Table 1). These unique sequences were aligned to
miRBase v13 miRNA precursor hairpins to detect expression of
mature miRNA/miRNA* sequences, and a number of filters were
used to ensure accuracy in miRNA identity and read counts as in-
dicated in Table 1. The alignment and read lengths resulting from
our approachwere consistentwith knownmaturemiRNA/miRNA*
sequence lengths (Supplemental Fig. S2). Unique sequences rep-
resenting miRNAs were then ‘‘decompressed’’ to reflect the ex-
pression of a given miRNA sequence based on the count of reads
corresponding to a given miRNA. Comparing the high-quality
reads that were the input for alignment to the subset correspond-
ing tomiRNAs, a large proportion of resting (1,249,614 reads, 83%)
and activated (462,680 reads, 40%) reads were known miRNA se-
quences. For miRNA read count abundance data, sequenced reads
that mapped with equal probability to different miRNA hairpin
Genome Research 1591
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precursors (e.g.,mmu-mir-16-1 and mmu-mir-16-2) were randomly
assigned to only one reference sequence to accurately report total
read counts without redundancy. Similar to prior reports of Illu-
mina GA sequencing in human ES cell lines or in a murine leu-
kemia model (Kuchenbauer et al. 2008; Morin et al. 2008b), we
observed a large dynamic range of read counts ranging from 1 to
395,295 in primary murine NK cells (Fig. 1A). For all comparisons,
the number of reads for a givenmiRNAwas normalized by division
of the total number of miRNA reads in that library, yielding the
percent normalized read count for each miRNA. miR-21 was the
most abundant miRNA detected in resting and activated NK cells,
and expression of the top 20 miRNAs is shown in Figure 1B. The
top 10miRNAs by read count corresponded to;65% of all miRNA
sequence reads in NK cells (Fig. 1C). Differentially expressed
miRNAs were defined by fold change in normalized read counts
between the resting and activated NK cell sequences (Table 2). A
complete list of miRNAs sequenced in each library, total and nor-
malized read counts, and fold differences between resting and ac-
tivated NK cells is provided in Supplemental Table S1. In addition,
a novel miRNA* sequence was identified for 56 known miRNA
genes without an annotated miRNA* in miRBase v13 (Supple-
mental Table S2). Thus, Illumina GA sequencing of small RNAs
may be used to identify and enumeratematuremiRNAs in this rare
primary immune cell type.
Complexity of Illumina GA sequenced miRNAs:
NK cell isomiRs
Variability in RNA sequences that comprise an individual miRNA
has been designated as ‘‘isomiRs’’ (Morin et al. 2008b). We com-
prehensively evaluated internal and 39 variation in miRNA se-
quences from the Illumina GA, illustrated in Figure 2 withmiR-21.
After alignment to miRBase v13 precursor hairpins, our analysis
identified 39 variants that matched or did not match the reference
miRNA gene. Those sequence alterations that did not match the
precursor hairpin sequence were further categorized depending on
whether theywere consistent with known
miRNA editing processes (Fig. 2A). For
isomiR analysis, reads that mapped with
identical probability to different versions
of themiRNAhairpin (e.g.,mmu-mir-16-1
and mmu-mir-16-2) were redundantly
mapped to both hairpin precursors, since
the origin of that sequence could be either
reference sequence. IsomiRs were very
common (Fig. 2B), with 78% (resting) and
83% (activated) of miRNAs having more
than one isomiR sequence identified. A
complete depiction of sequenced isomiRs
from each individual miRNA is provided
as Supplemental material, generated by
isomiRview (see Methods). The majority
of isomiRsmatched the reference genome,
and variants likely result from variability
in cropping or dicing by the miRNA bio-
genesis machinery (Davis and Hata 2009).
Changes in mature miRNA sequences
from the reference were observed that are
consistent with known RNA editing of
miRNAs (Bass 2002; Rissland and Norbury
2008). We also noted isomiRs with 39 ad-
ditions of U(T) or A that also have been
reported (Li et al. 2005; Rissland and Norbury 2008; Zhu et al.
2008). Additional changes were noted that do not match the ref-
erence miRNA gene and do not follow established RNA editing
processes, consisting of nucleotide substitutions or nontemplated
39 nucleotide additions. Thesemay represent sequencing errors, but
could potentially arise from undefined miRNA editing processes
(Ebhardt et al. 2009). Inmany cases, the annotatedmiRBasemature
sequence was not the most abundant 39 variant isomiR, suggesting
that miRNA processing may differ between tissues or cell types,
or that the annotated miRBase sequence was derived from a less
abundant isomiR. Overall, similar isomiR patterns were identified
in resting and activated NK cells, suggesting that global miRNA
biogenesis is not dramatically altered with short-term IL15 acti-
vation (r2 = 0.91) (Fig. 2C). Notably, sequencing miRNAs using an
alternative NGS approach (Applied Biosystems SOLiD system; see
below) identified similar isomiRs in resting and activated NK cells
(e.g., the mmu-mir-17;92 cluster of miRNA) (Table 3), suggesting
that this isomiR detection is not an artifact from the specific NGS
method or platform employed.
Novel miRNA genes identified in NK cells using
the Illumina GA
We also used the Illumina GA sequenced small RNAs fromNK cells
to identify novel miRNA genes (Supplemental Fig. S3). Using
SHRiMP, all high-quality small RNA sequences from both NK cell
libraries (2,660,359 sequence reads) were aligned to the mouse
genome and filtered based on the SHRiMP parameter <P chance>
and miRNA characteristics. From these filtered genome align-
ments, 84,884 alignment clusters were generated, and for the 4886
clusters with greater than 10 reads contributing, cluster sequence
coverage maps were built using RefCov (an in-house Perl applica-
tion; T Wylie, unpubl.). While some of these clusters likely corre-
spond to novel miRNA genes, a large number also could represent
mRNA or noncoding RNA degradation products or repetitive se-
quences. Based on the alignment depth in the coverage map, the
Table 1. Summary of read/sequence counts for known miRNA analysis from Illumina GA






Raw Illumina GA reads 8,733,026 4,643,446 4,089,580
Remove low quality reads 4,830,717 2,605,203 2,225,514
Remove reads without 39 adapter sequence 28,765 13,815 14,950
Size selection $12 and #27 1,212,807 513,803 699,004
Remove low complexity reads 378 90 288
High quality, filtered reads 2,660,359 1,510,535 1,149,824
Compress identical reads into unique sequences 235,958
Nonstringent SHRiMP alignments to miRBase v13 702,304 278,516 513,005
Alignment filters
Require top alignment P chance 180,107 106,044 111,133
Remove indels 1014 844 403
Allow #1 internal mismatch 274 206 71
Require alignment to start on 59-nucleotide 1 or 2 1141 894 490
Require P chance < 1.0 3 106 491,173 146,621 385,844
Better alignment (P chance) to alternative genome
location
1464 1182 728
miRNA compressed sequences (post-filtering) 27,131 22,725 14,366
Identity to mature miRNA/miRNA* sequencesa 297/64 280/59 255/55
Decompress sequences: Total miRNA abundance 1,712,294 1,249,614 462,680
See Methods for complete description of bioinformatics filters, and Supplemental Figure S1 for overall
schema of analysis.
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top 1483 clusters (read depth > 50) were chosen for additional
analysis and annotated for identity with known noncoding RNAs
(including miRBase v13 miRNAs) and known protein-coding
genes by their genome coordinates (Supplemental Fig. S4). These
top 1483 clusters were also analyzed for miRNA precursor charac-
teristics (see Methods), and all clusters that had a predicted nega-
tive DG of folding were manually reviewed in a custom miRNA
validation tool (Supplemental Fig. S5) that simultaneously displays
sequence characteristics, predicted folding secondary structure,
and small RNA read alignment coverage maps. Known miRNA
genes were readily identified using this approach, constituting 210
(45%) clusters that generated spontaneous hairpin folds with
miRNA-precursor characteristics. This analysis provided a list of
198 candidate novel miRNA precursor sequences with both a pre-
cursor sequence that was predicted to spontaneously form a
miRNA-like hairpin, and sequence alignments to the putative
miRNA precursor consistent with mature miRNA biogenesis. Pu-
tative novel miRNA hairpin sequences were then added to known
miRNA precursor hairpin sequences (miRBase v13), and all small
RNAs were re-aligned to these novel hairpins using the identical
parameters previously used for known miRNAs. Using this combi-
nation of read alignments (expression) and precursor characteris-
tics (miRNA biogenesis), 21 novel miRNA genes were identified
from NK cells (Table 4; Supplemental Table S3). These sequences
varied in abundance from 28 to 993 read counts, and three ma-
ture sequences were differentially expressed (fold change $1.5
with $99 read counts, significant P-value) between resting and
activated NK cells (Table 4). An example of a novel miRNA
cluster-936 (mmu-mir-1306) is shown in Figure 3 including the
precursor hairpin sequence/structure, the read alignment cov-
erage model that includes detection of the miRNA*, and isomiR
analysis.
Within the top 1483 genome clusters, we also identified
snoRNAs and other noncoding RNA species (Supplemental Fig.
S4). Consistentwith recent reports that snoRNAsmay be processed
into functional miRNA (Ender et al. 2008; Saraiya andWang 2008;
Politz et al. 2009; Taft et al. 2009), we identified five snoRNAs with
expressed small RNA sequences that aligned to a miRNA-like
hairpin precursor structure and were consistent with processing
into miRNA (Supplemental Table S3). Since previously reported
Illumina GAmiRNA sequencing experiments filter out genome lo-
cations that correspond to known noncoding RNAs (Kuchenbauer
et al. 2008; Morin et al. 2008b), identification of noncoding RNAs
that are processed into miRNAs may have been underreported in
the past. Thus, sequencing small RNAs in NK cells identified novel
murine miRNA genes.
Validation of Illumina GA with ABI SOLiD miRNA sequencing
and hybridization-based techniques
We next compared the miRNA sequencing on Illumina GA results
to a similar experiment performed using the ABI SOLiD sequenc-
ing instrument. Total RNA from resting and activated NK cells was
processed to create libraries for sequencing using the SOLiD small
RNA expression kit. SOLiD sequencing of these resting and acti-
vated NK cell libraries yielded 20,490,363 and 28,738,852 se-
quence reads, respectively. SOLiD sequencing reads were aligned
to miRBase v13 hairpins in ‘‘color-space’’ using SHRiMP and sim-
ilar parameters as used for aligning Illumina GA sequences (Sup-
plemental Fig. S1; Supplemental Table S4; Methods). Here, we de-
tected 259/64 and 261/67 miRNAs/miRNA*s in resting and
activatedNK cells, respectively. A complete list ofmiRNAs detected
by SOLiD sequencing is presented in Supplemental Table S5,
while a comprehensive depiction of SOLiD NK isomiRs is avail-
able in the Supplemental material. Collectively, there was excel-
lent correlation between the identification and enumeration of
known miRNAs on the Illumina GA and SOLiD instruments (Fig.
4A,B). The top 20 miRNAs detected by Illumina (Fig. 4C) and
SOLiD (Fig. 4D) are shown. Most cases of differential detection
occurred in alignment clusters with relatively low read counts,
suggesting that variation in primary cell biological replicates may
explain these differences (Fig. 4E); however, a few cases of marked
disparity in read count were detected (Fig. 4C,D; Supplemental
Table S6).
We therefore compared the Illumina and SOLiD sequencing
results to two separate hybridization-based techniques, limiting
the analysis to 134 miRNAs detected by sequencing with primers
and/or probes present for qRT-PCR miRNA assays or microarrays
(Fig. 4F). Overall, the majority of the miRNAs detected in NK cell
libraries via both sequencing platforms were confirmed using the
hybridization approaches. Most discordant detectionwas found in
miRNAs with relatively low read counts in NK cells. There were
Figure 1. Known miRNAs sequenced in resting and activated NK cells
using the Illumina GA. (A) Distribution of miRNA sequences in resting and
activated NK cells based on the total read counts. Mature miRNA se-
quences are categorized by the number of read counts corresponding to
each individual miRNA. (B) Top 20 known miRNAs expressed in resting
and activated NK cells. The percent contribution of eachmiRNA sequence
to the total pool of known miRNA sequences was calculated by dividing
individual miRNA read counts by the total number of known miRNA se-
quence reads in that cDNA library. (C ) Top 10 known miRNAs constitute
;65% of total miRNA reads in NK cells.
Next-generation sequencing of NK cell microRNAs
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a few notable outliers; for example, miR-16 was detected abun-
dantly by Illumina (8.3% normalized read count), but minimally
by SOLiD (0.07 % normalized read count). Since miR-16 was also
detected at high levels by both qRT-PCR and microarray analysis,
it appeared that in this case SOLiD sequencing failed to detect
miR-16. The infrequent caseswheremarked discordancewas noted
between Illumina and SOLiD are summarized in Supplemental
Table S6. The complete quantitative PCR and microarray profiling
results of resting and activated NK cells are reported in Supple-
mental Tables S7 and S8. Thus, overall SOLiD sequencing con-
firmedmiRNA expression defined by IlluminaGA sequencing, and
with a few noted exceptions, the sequencing-based results were
validated using miRNA qRT-PCR and microarrays.
miR-223 is down-regulated with IL15 activation and targets
the murine GzmB 39 UTR
miR-223was identified as thematuremiRNAwith the greatest fold
decrease after IL15 activation using Illumina GA sequencing
(Table 2). All miRNA platforms confirmed mature-miR-223 down-
regulation upon NK cell activation (Fig. 5A). The IL15-induced
reduction in mature miR-223 is time-dependent (Fig. 5B). GzmB
is a cytotoxic effector molecule important for NK cell killing
that appears to be regulated at the post-transcriptional level in
murine NK cells (Fehniger et al. 2007). miR-223 has a predicted
(TargetScanMouse 5.1) target site in the murine GzmB 39 UTR (Fig.
5C). Utilizing luciferase sensor plasmids, overexpression of miR-
223 in 293T cells significantly decreased the luciferase signal
controlled by the full-lengthmurineGzmB 39UTR (Fig. 5D). Sensor
plasmid controls that included no 39 UTR or an unrelated (Prf1)
39UTR exhibited no regulation followingmiR-223 overexpression.
Similarly, an unrelated miR overexpression control (miR-21) not
predicted to target GzmB demonstrated no alteration in experi-
mental luciferase signal in the GzmB 39-UTR sensor plasmid.
Moreover, when the GzmB 39 UTR was mutated at the seed se-
quence of the predicted miR-223 binding site (GzmBD 39 UTR)
(Fig. 5C), there was loss of regulation by miR-223 overexpression
(Fig. 5E). Thus, mature miR-223 is expressed in resting NK cells,
decreases in abundance with IL15 activation, and directly targets
theGzmB 39UTR suggesting its role in regulatingGzmB translation
in resting NK cells.
Discussion
In this study, we delineate a bioinformatics analysis approach that
uses next-generation sequencing of small RNA libraries by the
Illumina GA or ABI SOLiD instruments to define the expression of
302 known and 21 novel mature miRNAs and their sequence
variation in primary murine NK cells. In general, these two dif-
ferent small RNA cDNA library construction techniques and NGS
platforms detected similar mature miRNAs, although a few clear
discrepancies were noted. miRNA detection was also validated
using qRT-PCR ‘‘arrays’’ and microarrays, with overall agreement
between hybridization-based detection and NGS. Using these
miRNA expression data, we identified mature miR-223 as signifi-
cantly down-regulated during NK cell stimulation with IL15.
Additional experiments identified that miR-223 specifically tar-
gets the murine GzmB 39 UTR in vitro, implicating this miRNA in
the regulation ofGzmB translation duringNK cell activation. Thus,
our NGS miRNA bioinformatics pipeline defined miRNA expres-
sion in NK cells, which led to identification and biological con-
firmation of a novel miRNA:mRNA target interaction. This NK cell
miRNA transcriptome provides important information about ma-
ture NK cell miRNA expression and a framework to formulate ad-
ditional questions about the role of miRNAs inmany aspects of NK
cell biology.












Total read counts 1,249,614 100% 462,680 100% —
Increase with activation
miR-188-5p 139 0.011123% 140 0.030258% 2.72 1.72 3 108
miR-339-5p 209 0.016725% 205 0.044307% 2.65 2.68 3 1012
miR-19a 866 0.069301% 782 0.169015% 2.44 1.11 3 1042
miR-34c 268 0.021447% 230 0.049710% 2.32 7.31 3 1011
miR-18a 1842 0.147406% 1555 0.336085% 2.28 1.45 3 1075
miR-500 345 0.027609% 290 0.062678% 2.27 1.78 3 1013
miR-22 27,637 2.211643% 22,977 4.966067% 2.25 0
miR-222 951 0.076104% 785 0.169664% 2.23 3.08 3 1036
miR-7a 313 0.025048% 251 0.054249% 2.17 2.91 3 1010
miR-532-3p 122 0.009763% 97 0.020965% 2.15 0
Decrease with activation
miR-223 395 0.031610% 47 0.010158% 0.32 1.03 3 1010
miR-26b 22,703 1.816801% 3306 0.714533% 0.39 0
miR-181a 2255 0.180456% 394 0.085156% 0.47 8.65 3 1035
miR-26a 31,178 2.495010% 5611 1.212717% 0.49 0
miR-30b 10,040 0.803448% 2215 0.478733% 0.60 2.54 3 1084
miR-30c 3041 0.243355% 709 0.153238% 0.63 2.60 3 1020
miR-191 10,720 0.857865% 2580 0.557621% 0.65 4.30 3 1065
miR-181d 780 0.062419% 188 0.040633% 0.65 0
miR-322 2304 0.184377% 570 0.123195% 0.67 9.99 3 1012
miR-342-3p 14,995 1.199971% 3729 0.805957% 0.67 2.12 3 1079
Shown are the top 10 increased and decreased known mature miRNAs (miRBase v13) based on normalized read counts comparing the resting and
activated NK cell libraries (fold change). Expression of greater than 100 read counts was required in the activated (increase with activation comparison) or
resting (decrease with activation comparison), in addition to statistical significance. Total read counts contributing to each miRNA pool are shown.
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Following initial reports of using Illumina GA sequencing
read counts to define miRNA expression in cell lines or murine
model systems (Kuchenbauer et al. 2008; Morin et al. 2008b),
several miRNA analysis approaches have been recently reported to
analyze NGS data (Friedlander et al. 2008; Hackenberg et al. 2009;
Linsen et al. 2009; Jagadeeswaran et al. 2010; Nobuta et al. 2010).
Many of these approaches share common
elements that include aligning small reads
to a reference sequence/genome,mapping
those reads to known miRNA genes, and
using both the secondary RNA structure
prediction and the location of the read
alignment within a putative novel pre-
cursor miRNA to aid in identifying novel
miRNA genes. Since miRNA biogenesis
generates a distinct pattern of mature
5p/3p small RNA expression abundance
compared to star and the remainder of the
precursor hairpin (Davis and Hata 2009),
it follows that identifying such a pattern
provides evidence that these genes are
expressed and processed using the miRNA
biogenesismolecularmachinery. Our own
approach uses SHRiMP to align NGS reads
to known miRNA precursor hairpins with
high stringency requirements for mature/
star or 5p/3p identification and enumera-
tion, and also provides a description of
isomiR sequence variants, capturing both
internal and 39 alterations (isomiRview).
Since small sequence alignment tools
are continually in development, new se-
quence alignersmay be integrated into the
pipeline if they further improve efficiency
and flexibility. Notably, similar isomiRs
were identified from different NK cell li-
braries sequenced on the Illumina and
SOLiD platforms, suggesting that isomiRs
are not artifacts of an individual library
creation or sequencing approach. Overall,
we alsoobserved similar isomiRpatterns in
resting and IL15-activated NK cells, in-
dicating their stability of expression de-
spite sequencing different cDNA libraries
with varying cell activation states. While
we comprehensively report the internal
and 39 sequence variants, the biological
significance of isomiRs is currently un-
clear. Similar to other studies, most iso-
miRs in NK cells matched the reference
miRNA precursor, suggesting alterations
in miRNA cropping or dicing as their eti-
ology, but other types of variants were
detected at a lower frequency. Of potential
importance, alterations of mature miRNA
sequence may result in altered target rec-
ognition, and changes inprecursor/primary
miRNA transcripts may affect processing;
however, this requires experimental vali-
dation. The ability of our bioinformatics
pipeline to identify and track sequence
variants will be important for future pro-
filing applications where miRNAs may be mutated or altered (miRNA
variants), including the comparison of normal and potentially mu-
tated miRNA sequences and/or genes in malignancy.
This study applies two distinct NGS approaches, both ana-
lyzed with a similar bioinformatics pipeline, to the question of
miRNA expression in resting and IL15-activated murine NK cells.
Figure 2. Mature miRNA sequence variation (isomiRs) detected by Illumina GA sequencing of NK cell
miRNAs. (A) Example miR-21 isomiRs illustrate the complexity of miRNA sequences identified by Illu-
mina sequencing. Shown are selected isomiR sequences that match or do not match the reference
genome and their percent contribution to miR-21 read counts (mature miR-21 sequence annotated in
bold). We further divide those reads not matching the reference genome into sequences that may arise
by a known RNA editing event and all others. A complete breakdown of isomiR sequence variation for all
miRNAs is provided in the Supplemental material. (B) Distribution of miRNA mature sequences by the
number of isomiRs identified by Illumina GA sequencing. (C ) Comparison of isomiR sequences between
resting and activated NK cell libraries. Scatterplot showing the percent contribution of a given isomiR in
each library, with each dot representing one isomiR. Analysis was limited to the top five isomiRs and the
top 125miRNAs by expression. In general, isomiRs were found in very similar distributions in resting and
activated NK cells (r2 = 0.91).
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It is likely that each sequencing approach has some biases (Linsen
et al. 2009), and a more complete picture of the NK cell miRNA
transcriptome resulted from using complementary approaches.
Detection of miRNAs via the two NGS platforms had reasonable
concordance, taking into consideration different biological repli-
cates and distinct library construction approaches. In general, we
noted fewer discrepancies in known miRNA detection and abun-
dance between the Illumina GA and the qRT-PCR and microarray
hybridization techniques, compared to SOLiD (miR-16, miR-24,
miR-26a,miR-22,miR-26b,miR-15a,miR-146a). However, in a few
instances (miR-19b, miR-494), Illumina GA abundance was dis-
crepant with SOLiD and the hybridization techniques used for
validation.
Our analysis pipeline utilizing NGS
reads has the added advantage over qRT-
PCR or microarrays to identify and
enumerate novel miRNAs. In parallel
to known miRNA expression analysis,
sequence reads were aligned to the ref-
erence genome to discover potential
novel miRNA precursor genes. The novel
miRNA precursors identified with this
pipeline meet the currently accepted
definition of miRNA genes (required for
miRBase curation) based on (1) expres-
sion of mature/star or 5p/3p sequences
(normalized read counts) and (2) miRNA
biogenesis (miRNA precursor identifica-
tion with reads mapping to mature/star
or 5p/3p locations) (Griffiths-Jones et al.
2006, 2008). Utilizing this pipeline, we
have identified several novel miRNA
genes and sequences, including novel
miRNA mature sequences and their cor-
responding genes, novel miRNA genes
that contain known miRNA sequences,
andnovelminor/star sequences for known
miRNAs. Most NGS analyses to date have
excluded putative miRNA genes if their
genomic alignment location overlaps with
other small RNAs. Recently, several reports
have identified and experimentally vali-
dated that miRNAsmay be processed from
other small RNAs, such as small nucleolar
RNAs (snoRNAs) (Ender et al. 2008; Saraiya
and Wang 2008; Scott et al. 2009; Taft
et al. 2009) or possibly tRNAs (Cole et al.
2009). Indeed, in our analysis where clus-
ters thatmapped to other small RNAswere
included in the novel analysis pipeline,
we identified six snoRNAgenes that are expressed andprocessed into
miRNAs. Thus, while a large proportion of miRNA sequences and
genes have been identified over the past decade, continued NGS of
different cell types/tissues (including normal and malignant) and
species will likely be required to complete the catalog of expressed
miRNAs and their genes. Furthermore, altering the input RNA size
criteria for future library creation will allow our analysis pipeline to
evaluate the expressionof other small noncodingRNA species in rare
primary cells (Choudhuri 2009; Jacquier 2009).
Recently, Illumina-based miRNA sequencing was reported for
a wide array of mouse hematopoietic and immune cells, with an
emphasis on B-cell and T-cell development and activation (Kuchen
et al. 2010). For comparison purposes in this study, small RNAs from















miR-17 AAAGTGCTTACAGTGCAGGTAG 27.0 49.8 4.2 7.9
AAAGTGCTTACAGTGCAGGTAt 29.4 15.5 27.8 19.6
AAAGTGCTTACAGTGCAGGT 11.6 8.1 5.5 5.0
AAAGTGCTTACAGTGCAGGTAGT 6.4 6.6 0.4 1.5
AAAGTGCTTACAGTGCAGGTA 3.7 2.7 2.6 2.7
miR-18a AAGGTGCATCTAGTGCAGATAG 20.6 46.2 18.7 32.2
AAGGTGCATCTAGTGCAGAT 40.3 20.1 24.1 12.0
AAGGTGCATCTAGTGCAGATA 8.0 13.0 8.7 6.6
AAGGTGCATCTAGTGCAGA 3.7 3.7 1.5 0.6
AAGGTGCATCTAGTGCAG 3.6 1.2 0.5 0.0
miR-19a GTGCAAATCTATGCAAAACTGA 46.4 47.8 5.8 12.1
GTGCAAATCTATGCAAAACTG 26.3 24.0 12.3 14.3
GTGCAAATCTATGCAAAACTGt 10.3 9.1 2.8 3.5
GTGCAAATCTATGCAAAACT 5.6 9.8 4.4 12.3
GTGCAAATCTATGCAAAACTGAT 1.9 1.3 0.7 0.6
miR-20a AAAGTGCTTATAGTGCAGGTAG 38.0 55.4 8.5 15.1
AAAGTGCTTATAGTGCAGGTAt 17.4 10.0 18.3 13.3
AAAGTGCTTATAGTGCAGGTAa 8.4 5.4 9.9 6.4
AAAGTGCTTATAGTGCAGGTA 10.4 7.8 1.8 1.2
AAAGTGCTTATAGTGCAGGT 6.3 4.1 3.4 2.2
miR-19b-1 GTGCAAATCCATGCAAAACTGA 35.3 45.0 14.1 18.2
GTGCAAATCCATGCAAAACTG 26.6 22.0 30.0 23.5
GTGCAAATCCATGCAAAACTGt 25.6 17.7 7.6 4.6
GTGCAAATCCATGCAAAACT 3.5 4.6 1.2 4.0
GTGCAAATCCATGCAAAAC 1.0 1.2 0.5 1.3
miR-92a ATTGCACTTGTCCCGGCCTGT 62.0 65.3 16.5 9.9
ATTGCACTTGTCCCGGCCTGTT 5.6 3.6 3.5 2.7
ATTGCACTTGTCCCGGCCTGTa 5.2 2.4 8.0 6.0
ATTGCACTTGTCCCGGCCTGTat 4.5 3.3 0.0 0.0
ATTGCACTTGTCCCGGCCT 0.7 5.9 0.1 0.5
For each miRNA member of the mir-17;92 cluster, the top Illumina GA isomiRs are shown with the
percent contribution of each isomiR to the total read count within the Illumina or SOLiD sequencing. 59
variation is not represented or analyzed in this table since the original Illumina sequence read pipeline
precluded reporting of the initial 59-nucleotide. Sequence variation from the reference is noted with
bold and underscore.
Table 4. Novel miRNAs with differential expression in resting and activated NK cells




activated A%/R%a P-value snoRNA
mmu-mir-3963  TGTATCCCACTTCTGACAC 0.0134 0.0366 2.74 3.45 3 1013 No
mmu-mir-3096a  GGCCAAGGATGAGAACTCT 0.0007 0.0662 95.50 1.07 3 10105 Yes
mmu-mir-3096b + GGCCAAGGATGAGAACTCTAA 0.0006 0.0659 104.50 1.07 3 10105 Yes
From the 21 novel miRNAs (Supplemental Table S3), three that change$1.5-fold are shown with expression of$99 read counts and a significant P-value.
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Figure 3. Novel miRNA genes identified in NK cells. (A) Predicted secondary fold structure of a novel miRNA precursor hairpin cluster-936 (mmu-mir-1306)
(16:18284332..18284410) identified in Illumina GA–sequenced NK cell small RNAs (predicted DG =30.7). MaturemiRNA is noted in blue, minor star species
in green. (B) Read alignment coveragemap (RefCov) of novel miRNA gene demonstrating the specific alignment of sequences to thematuremiRNA sequence.
Shown is the nucleotide position of theprecursor (x-axis) and the number of reads aligning to each nucleotide position (y-axis). Coveragemodels for total (sum =
resting and activated), resting, and activated NK libraries are shown. (C ) IsomiR analysis of novel miRNA with mature sequence noted in blue, and the read
counts and corresponding percentage contribution to the total number of reads aligning to this novel hairpin.
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additional immune cell types were also sequenced, including a sin-
gle library from Rag1/ splenocytes cultured in high dose IL2 for
8 d and annotated as ‘‘NK cells.’’ Importantly, Rag1/ splenocytes
cultured in IL2 for 8 d do not represent
primarymurineNK cells inmRNAprofiles,
phenotype, or functional properties, and
are therefore unlikely to represent primary
murine NK cell miRNA expression pat-
terns. Since similar Illumina sequencing
and normalization approaches were used
in the Kuchen et al. (2010) study, we
compared normalized read counts from
‘‘NK cells’’ (IL2 activated Rag1/ spleno-
cytes) in that study to our resting and 24-h
IL15-activated primary murine NK cell
read counts, which demonstrated no cor-
relation (r2 values of 0.07 and 0.13, re-
spectively). This illustrates the importance
of the activation state, purity, and sorting
strategy of any primary cell type of interest
to accurately profile mature miRNAs.
Thus, this study provides the first
comprehensive mature miRNA tran-
scriptome analysis in primary NK cells.
All miRNA sequencing and expression
data are deposited in the appropriate
public repository (microarrays in GEO,
sequence data in the SRA). The original
hypothesis that led to NK cell miRNA se-
quencing was intended to determine
whether miRNAs expressed in resting NK
cells contribute to repressing effector
molecule (GzmB and Prf1) mRNA trans-
lation in resting NK cells (Fehniger et al.
2007). To identify the most likely can-
didate miRNAs, we evaluated miRNAs
expressed in resting NK cells that de-
creased more than 1.5-fold with activa-
tion. miR-223, originally characterized
as important in myeloid development
(Johnnidis et al. 2008), was detected in
NK cells and decreased approximately
threefold with IL15 activation. While the
mechanism leading to mature miR-223
decrease in IL15-activated NK cells is un-
clear, this type of rapid expression change
has been previously identified following
other cytokine/growth factor stimula-
tion. For example, TGFB/BMP4 have
been shown to signal via SMAD protein
intermediates, which, in turn, bind to
DDX5 (p68) and thereby specifically reg-
ulate RNASEN/DGCR8-mediated crop-
ping of pri-mir-21 into pre-mir-21 (Davis
et al. 2008). Future studies will evaluate
whether downstream signaling intermedi-
ates from the IL15 receptor alter miR-223
biogenesis, leading to the selective decrease
in mature miR-223 species in NK cells. We
also used luciferase sensor plasmids with
the wild-type and miR-223 binding-site
mutatedGzmB 39UTR to demonstrate that
miR-223 directly targets themurineGzmB 39UTR. Collectively, these
data support a role for miR-223 in regulatingGzmB in restingmurine
NK cells, although this process is most likely multifactorial. Several
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candidate miRNAs that also may contribute to the regulation of
murine GzmB include miR-24, miR-30b, and miR-30c. Additional
studies will evaluate other miRNAs as regulators of NK cell effector
molecules and will utilize genetic models to validate candidate
miRNAs in NK cells in vivo.
This study also revealed that NK cells containmiRNAs that are
expressed and function in other lymphocyte subsets. For example,
NK cells express miR-181a, which has been implicated in regulating
TCR receptor signaling, therebyproviding amechanism to alter TCR
responsiveness during T-cell maturation (Li et al. 2007). In addition,
a number of miRNAs appear to be highly expressed in both NK cells
and adaptive CD8+ T-lymphocytes (Wu et al. 2007), including
prominent expression ofmiR-21,miR-142-5p,miR-142-3p,miR-16,
miR-15b, miR-150, and miR-let-7f. This suggests that these shared
miRNAs are not NK-cell-specific, but rather regulate common
pathways important for the differentiation, maintenance, or
function of the cytotoxic lymphocyte ‘‘program.’’ Comparing
the relative abundance of commonly expressed miRNAs be-
tween NK cells in our study and other lymphocyte subsets fromdata
in the literature is technically challenging due to differences in cel-
lular preparation, profiling methodology, and bioinformatics anal-
ysis. Future experiments using NGS to compare the primary NK
cell miRNA transcriptomes to other lymphocyte subsets will be
needed to generate a specific NK cell miRNA ‘‘signature’’ and to
help to identify those miRNAs that are selectively expressed or
down-regulated in primary NK cells. Furthermore, studies of NK
cell developmental intermediates and distinct phenotypic and
functional NK subsets will be useful to identify miRNAs that reg-
ulate different aspects of NK cell differentiation and maturation.
Thus far, only limited information is available on the molecular
events regulating these processes in NK cells (Di Santo 2006,
2008a; Yokoyama and Kim 2006; Caligiuri 2008), and it is likely
that miRNAs regulate multiple facets of NK cell differentiation
and maturation, analogous to T- and B-lymphocytes (Baltimore
et al. 2008). Furthermore, once miRNA expression has been de-
fined, additional studies will be required to define and biologically
verify their relevant mRNA targets (Karginov et al. 2007; Licatalosi
et al. 2008; Chi et al. 2009), thereby incorporating miRNA regu-
latory circuits into the larger framework of NK cell biology.
Methods
NK cell sorting, activation, and total RNA isolation
C57Bl/6 (B6) mice and B6 Rag1/ mice (used as a source of
enriched NK cells) were obtained from Jackson Laboratory. All
mice were maintained in SPF housing, and all experiments were
conducted in accordance withWashington University animal care
and use guidelines. Spleens were harvested from 8- to 12-wk-old
mice, single cell suspensions were generated by pressing through
sterile 70 mM nylon mesh, and RBCs were lysed using ACK lysis
buffer. Viable splenocytes were stained with anti-mouse NK1.1
(PK136) and CD3 (145-2C11) monoclonal antibodies and sorted
by flow cytometry (iCyte Reflection). Purified NK cells ($98%
NK1.1+CD3) were enumerated on a hemacytometer with trypan
blue and lysed in TRIzol immediately (resting) or after 24 h of
stimulation with recombinant murine IL15 (100 ng/mL; R&D
Systems; activated) (Fehniger et al. 2007). Total RNAwas extracted
from NK cell lysates using the TRIzol reagent according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen). Total RNA quality was
determined by Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies)
according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Small RNA library preparation for Illumina GA sequencing
Total RNA from 7.53 106 resting NK and 6.53 106 IL15-activated
NK cells, pooled from three independent flow sorting experiments,
yielded 4.4 mg and 3.0 mg of total RNA, respectively. Small RNA
library construction from total RNA followed an adaptation de-
veloped by Chen et al. (2005). Briefly, total RNAs were spiked with
32P-labeled 19-mer and 24-mer ribo-oligonucleotides at 10,000
cpm, and small RNAs (19 to 24 nt) were excised following 15%
polyacrylamide/urea (PAGEU) SequaGel electrophoresis (National
Diagnostics). Recovered RNAs were eluted from acrylamide in 400
mM NaCl and ethanol-precipitated. Suspended small RNAs (2000
cpm) were ligated with 50 pmol of the preadenylated Linker-1
(Linker-1 sequence underscored) oligonucleotide, 59-rAppCTGTA
GGCACCATCAAT/39ddC (IDT) in the presence of 400U of T4 RNA
ligase 2, truncated (New England BioLabs) for 1 h, at 25°C, in 50
mMTris-HCl (pH 7.6), 10mMMgCl2, 10mMdithiothreitol (DTT),
60 ng/mL BSA. Following 15% PAGEU size selection and purifica-
tion, 50 pmol of the Illumina SBS-3 ribo-oligonucleotide, 59-ACAC
UCUUUCCCUACACGACGCUCUUCCGAUC, was ligated using
40 U of T4 RNA ligase (New England BioLabs) to recovered RNA:
Linker-1 ligated molecules (1200 cpm) for 1 h at 37°C, in 50 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 10 mMMgCl2, 10mM dithiothreitol, and 1mM
ATP. A final 15% PAGEU size selection recovered SBS-3:RNA:
Linker-1 ligatedmolecules (350 and500 cpmfor resting andactivated
libraries, respectively).
Priming first-strand cDNA synthesis used 100 pmol of the 39
primer, 59-ATTGATGGTGCCTACAG, annealing to the Linker-1
sequence (underlined) after 15 min of incubation at 65°C and on
ice for 5 min. The annealed RNA-primer mixture was incubated in
13 buffer (Superscript III; Invitrogen) containing 10 mmol of
dNTPs, 5 mM DTT, 20 U of RNASin (Promega), and 200 U of Su-
perscript III (Invitrogen) and incubated for 1 h at 50°C, 15 min at
72°C, and held at 4°C until recovered. First-strand cDNAwas PCR-
amplified using one-fourth reaction volume of first-strand cDNA
template and was incubated with 100




TGGTGCCTACAG, respectively and in-
cluded 13 PCR buffer (Roche), 2 mmol of
dNTPs, 3mMMgCl2, and 5 U of TaqDNA
polymerase (Roche). Thermal cycling was
initiated with a 2-min melt at 94°C, fol-
lowed by five cycles of denaturing, an-
nealing, and extending at 94°C (15 sec),
54°C (30 sec), and 72°C (30 sec). After five
cycles, an additional 17 cycles of 94°C (15
sec), 60°C (30 sec), and 72°C (30 sec) was
Figure 4. Comparison of miRNA detection by Illumina GA and ABI SOLiD sequencing and hybrid-
ization-based techniques. Known miRNAs were identified in cDNA libraries created from small RNAs
from resting or activated primary mouse NK cells by SHRiMP alignment to miRBase v13 hairpin pre-
cursor-miRNAs. For each miRNA detected on either platform, the dot shows the relative expression by
normalized read count from Illumina (x-axis) and SOLiD (y-axis) in the restingNK cell (A) or activatedNK
cell (B) libraries. Overall, the correlation for detection was high (0.75). The top 20 miRNAs detected in
bothNK cell libraries for Illumina (C ) and SOLiD (D) are shown rank ordered based on platform. (E ) Venn
diagram of overlapping detection in resting and activated NK cell libraries comparing Illumina and
SOLiD sequencing. For miRNA detected in only one platform-data set, the normalized read count
distribution is shown, highlighting that most discrepant miRNAs are expressed at relatively low levels.
(F ) Venn diagram showing the breakdown of overlap between Illumina GA sequencing, SOLiD se-
quencing, AB real-time qRT-PCR, and Agilent microarrays for 136miRNAs with probes available for both
qRT-PCR andmicroarrays. Detection by qRT-PCR was defined as a DCt (compared to MammU6) of <15,
and for microarrays a normalized signal intensity of >1.0. Rare cases of major differences in the nor-
malized read counts were detected by Illumina GA and SOLiD (Supplemental Table S4).
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followed by a final 2-min extension at
72°C. The PCR-amplified micro-cDNAs
were suspended in a final 300 mM NaCl
solution, phenol/CHCl3-extracted, etha-
nol-precipitated, and suspended in 20 mL
of dH2O. To remove the 19-mer and 24-
mer amplified tracers, the micro-cDNAs
were treated with the endonuclease PmeI,
and the full-length micro cDNAs were gel-
purified from 2%LE/TAE lowmelt agarose
(Bio-Rad). Illumina sequencing read anal-
ysis used pipeline version 0.2.2 (Firecrest
/Bustard 1.8.28) in which the first base (T)
was trimmed, and cDNA sequencing was
performed in the 59-to-39 direction.
Small RNA library preparation
for ABI SOLiD sequencing
Small RNA libraries were constructed us-
ing the SOLiD small RNA expression kit
(SREK) based on the ligase-enhanced ge-
nome detection (LEGenD) technology. In
brief, 156 ng of resting and 174 ng of ac-
tivated NK cell total RNAwere hybridized
with adapter B mix (an RNA/DNA oli-
gonucleotide duplex possessing single-
stranded, overhanging degenerate bases)
for 10 min at 65°C and cooled to 16°C.
Following hybridization between the
overhanging degenerate bases and the
RNA molecules, the RNA oligonucleo-
tides of the duplex were ligated to the
RNA 59- and 39-ends for 3 h at 16°C. A 23
reverse transcription (RT) mix containing
ArrayScript RT was added to the adapter
B–ligated total RNA reactions, and in-
cubated for 30 min at 42°C to synthesize
first-strand cDNA. Prior to PCR amplifi-
cation, 10 mL of the first-strand cDNA/
RNA hybrid was treated with kit-supplied
RNase H for 30 min at 37°C. In the PCR,
0.5 mL of RNase H–treated cDNA was




39-SOLiD PCR primer, 59- CTGCCCCGGG
TTCCTCATTCTCTAAGCCCCTGCTGTA
CGGCCAA, and 13 PCR buffer 1 con-
taining 200 nM dNTPs. Cycling condi-
tions were as follows: denaturation for
5 min at 95°C, followed PCR cycling of
30 sec at 95°C, annealing for 30 sec at
62°C, and extension for 30 sec at 72°C for
15 cycles, and a final extension for 7 min
at 72°C. Aliquots of 5 mL of resting NK
and activatedNK cDNAswere collected at
cycles 12 and 15, resolved on a 6% DNA
Retardation Gel (Invitrogen) with 1 mg of
TrackIt 10-bp and 25-bp DNA ladders
(Invitrogen), and stainedwith SYBR-Green
stain (Invitrogen). PCR-amplified cDNA
products resulted in multiple bands, and
we then performed four additional PCR
Figure 5. miR-223 is down-regulated with IL15 activation and directly targets the murine GzmB 39
UTR. (A) MaturemiR-223 decreases in abundance in resting NK cells following 24 h of IL15 activation on
multiple platforms, including Illumina, SOLiD,microarray, and qRT-PCR. (B) Time course of maturemiR-
223 down-regulation in mouse NK cells at indicated time points after rmIL15 activation assayed by ABI
qRT-PCR assay (N = 3–7 independent experiments). (C ) Schema of miR-223 binding site in murine
GzmB 39-UTR sequencing (seed sequence highlighted with bold/underline). Mutated GzmB D39 UTR
eliminates the seed binding sites (italics). (D) miR-223 selectively targets the GzmB 39 UTR. psiCheck2
sensor plasmids containing the GzmB 39 UTR, Prf1 39 UTR (negative control), or no 39 UTR (negative
control) were cotransfected in 293T cells with an MND-GFP-miRNA overexpression vector containing
a mini-gene of mir-223, mir-21 (negative control), or no miRNA (negative control). Overexpression of
miR-223 selectively decreased the luciferase expression compared to no miRNA or miRNA-21 controls.
No down-regulation of luciferase was observed for negative control (Prf1 39UTR or no 39UTR) withmiR-
223 overexpression. (E ) miR-223 targeting of GzmB 39 UTR is direct. miR-223 down-regulates luciferase
controlled by the endogenous GzmB 39 UTR, but fails to down-regulate luciferase controlled by the
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reactions for each sample, 12 cycles per sample, and purified cDNA
fragments between 104 and 120 bp, corresponding to cloned small
RNAs between 15 nt and 31 nt in length. cDNA fragments were
purified by excising the desired gel range and soaking in 400 mL
or 400 mM NaCl overnight, adding 2.5 volumes of 100% etha-
nol and 15 mg of GlycoBlue (Ambion) to eluent, incubating for
4 h at 20°C, and precipitating by centrifugation at 12,000g for
30minat 4°C. Sampleswerewashedwith70%ethanol, air-dried, and
suspended in 20mL ofQIAGENEBbuffer (10mMTris-HCl at pH8.0).
In the processing of our miRNA libraries, the ligation event
with adapter mix B results in directional sequencing each miRNA
in the 39-to-59 direction and in adding SOLiD sequences that en-
able emulsion PCR (emPCR) and annealing to P1 sequence-con-
taining paramagnetic beads. We used 0.4 pg/mL template in the
emPCR, based on the SOLiD version 2 protocol that requires 1120
pg of each cDNA. Post emPCR enrichment recovered 141.6 and
152.8 million resting and activated NK library beads, respectively.
Using a slide layout containing quadrants, we deposited 30 million
beads in quadrants 1 and 2 and sequenced by ligation per the SOLiD
protocol for 25 cycles. Post run metrics identified 20.4 and 28.7
million resting and activated NK reads, respectively. At the time of
sequencing, the AB miRNA bioinformatics pipeline was not avail-
able. Thus, we used SHRiMP as our color-space alignment tool, which
allowed direct comparison to Illumina GA using the same aligner
(see analysis methods, below).
Known miRNA identity and enumeration
Sequencing read counts and analysis filters are shown in Table 1
and Supplemental Table S4. Raw Illumina sequencing reads reflect
the total unfiltered reads obtained from the Illumina GA. Reads
initially were filtered for (1) high quality (Illumina ‘‘chastity’’ fil-
ter), (2) the presence of the 39 adaptor sequence (to ensure a small
RNA was ligated and sequenced completely), and (3) size of small
RNA reads (12–27 nt). Low complexity reads (>50% homopoly-
mer) were removed. These filtering steps resulted in high-quality,
filtered reads representing small RNA sequences of 12–27 nt. These
Illumina reads were then ‘‘compressed’’ into unique sequences,
and the tallied number of reads corresponding to an individual
small sequence (read count) was retained as metadata. Unique se-
quences were then aligned to the annotated hairpin (miRNA pre-
cursor) sequences of miRBase v13 with the following SHRiMP
parameters/commands: (rmapper-ls: -s 11111111 -n 1 -w 32 -o 10 -r
27 -h 50%) (probcalc: -s 2) and rmapper-ls -s 11111111 -n 1 -w 32 -o
10 -r 27 -h 50% -R <query file> <subject file> alignments.rmapper,
probcalc -p 2 67868 <alignments.rmapper> alignments.probcalc.
For SOLiD small RNA analysis, alignments were performed
in a similar fashion as the Illumina-based sequences. However, the
issue of di-base (color-space) read alignment unique to the SOLiD
platform was dealt with using the SHRiMP aligner’s native support
(rmapper-cs component) for color-space reads. SOLiD SHRiMP
parameters/commands used were: (rmapper-cs: -s 11111111 -n 1 -w
32 -o 10 -r 27 -h 50%) (probcalc: -s 2), and rmapper-cs -s 11111111 -n
1 -w 32 -o 10 -r 27 -h 50% -R <query CSFASTA file> <subject FASTA
file> alignments.rmapper, probcalc -p 2 48180 <alignments.rmapper>
alignments.probcalc.
A large number of reads generated from small RNA libraries for
ABI SOLiD sequencing failed to align to miRNA precursors, con-
sistent with other SOLiD 2.0 miRNA-SEQ experiments (Ramsingh
et al. 2009).
Alignment was followed by the post-alignment filter steps
noted in Table 1:
1. Remove sequences with >10 ‘‘top’’ hits/query.
2. Retain only alignments with a <P Chance> filter of 13106 or bet-
ter (to ensure high-probability alignments only were analyzed).
3. Remove any alignments with indels.
4. Remove alignments with greater then one internal mismatch.
5. Remove all alignments with less than the top <P Chance> for
a given query.
6. Remove alignments that did not start on nucleotide position 1
or 2 of the query.
7. Remove all alignments with identified sequencing errors
(SOLiD/color-space only).
The filtered Illumina sequence reads were analyzed for the length
of alignments and overall read length (Supplemental Fig. S2),
which verified that mature miRNA-sized RNAs were present and
aligned to the miRNA precursor reference. The number of unique
sequences that aligned with high confidence to known miRNA
is shown, and is decompressed to reflect the total number of se-
quences corresponding to miRNAs. For read count abundance
analysis, any sequence read that passed all filters andmappedwith
equal probability to two different hairpins (e.g.,mmu-mir-16-1 and
mmu-mir-16-2) were randomly assigned to one hairpin before
summation in order to eliminate redundancy.
IsomiR analysis
An in-house isomiR analysis algorithmwas developed to represent
the sequence complexity present in reads that aligned to known
(or novel) mature 5p/3p or minor star sequences (isomiRview).
This application performs an aggregated sequence alignment view
localized to known hairpin (or novel miRNA precursor hairpin)
reference sequence. Input data required for this process include
raw prealignment nucleotide reads, alignment report information,
and corresponding reference coordinate and offset values for ma-
ture/mature* (or 5p/3p) targets (based on miRBase annotation) or
putative novel candidates (identified cluster ‘‘hotspot’’ regions).
The subsequent isomiR view report presents read alignments in the
context of target mature/mature* candidate sequences, displaying
variant sequence forms from themost to least abundant in terms of
digital expression. The report also provides detailed information
about the localized genome region of interest, as well as a break-
down of alignment contribution in terms of activated and resting
reads. The complete isomiRview is presented as a Supplemental
material data set and does not represent total read counts since
sequencing reads that passed all filters and mapped with equal
probability to two hairpins (e.g.,mmu-mir-16-1 andmmu-mir-16-2)
were redundantly mapped to both hairpins.
Novel miRNA discovery
High-quality NK cell reads fromboth resting and activated libraries
were combined for novel miRNA discovery analysis. First, reads
were aligned to the reference mouse genome (M37) using SHRiMP.
The parameters/commands used for Illumina and SOLiD sequence
data were identical to those defined above for known precursor
alignments, except that the <P Chance> filter parameter was mod-
ified (1.0 3 102) to account for the larger genome search space.
Next, clusters of sequence alignments were identified by inte-
grating individual sequence read alignment data using RefCov,
which provides a topologic representation of alignments at each
nucleotide of a cluster and statistics to represent the depth of
maximal alignment (zenith depth)—84,884 clusters of alignment
were identified (with a cluster defined as a noncontiguous region
of overlapping read alignment), 4886 had a read membership
greater than 10 that were processed via RefCov for alignment
maps, and the top 1483 clusters by zenith depth were analyzed
(range of read alignment depth 51–512,250). Candidate clusters
were analyzed for miRNA precursor gene structure by analyzing
the predicted secondary structure for a miRNA precursor hairpin.
Next-generation sequencing of NK cell microRNAs
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In concert, the location of read alignments was mapped to the
putative miRNA precursor in an in-house developed microRNA
validation tool. This tool simultaneously provides cluster in-
formation (cluster genome location, sequence, zenith depth, an-
notation of genome location) in a table format, MFold-based sec-
ondary structure predictions (Markham and Zuker 2008), and
RefCov alignment coverage maps (Supplemental Fig. S5). In ad-
dition, the tool allows for flexible adjustment of the candidate
precursor location to allow for manual changes to the cluster se-
quence genomic window based on the initial folding and read
alignment results. The flow chart summarizing analysis of the
1483 clusters is shown in Supplemental Figure S4.
Criteria used todefine aminimalmiRNA-like hairpin/sequence
alignment combination included (1) a predicted stem–loop hairpin
structure with a DG # 15 with the hairpin structure having the
lowest free energy folding if alternative structureswere predicted; (2)
mapping of the mature miRNA alignments to the stem of the pre-
dicted structure without extension through the loop or outside of
the stem–loop fold; and (3)maturemiRNA length of >18 nt and <27
nt, and lack of a ‘‘bulge’’ constituting >50% of the mature sequence
within the stem of the hairpin. In addition, an miRNAwas deemed
highly probable if a 5p/3p mature configuration or mature/star
alignment was identified; however, this was not a requirement.
Once possible miRNA candidate precursor genes (and their mature
miRNA sequences) were identified, the precursor sequences were
added to our database of knownmiRNA precursors (miRBase v13),
and all NK cell small RNA sequences were re-aligned to the new
search space with SHRiMP and analysis parameters identical to
that used to identify known miRNAs above. Finally, the SOLiD
sequencing reads were aligned to the known/novel miRNA pre-
cursor hairpins using similar criteria for known miRNAs to de-
termine whether the novel miRNAs were also detected with this
second platform. The novel miRNA sequences/genes are summa-
rized in Table 4 and Supplemental Table S3.
Microarray hybridization and analysis
NK cell RNA samples (n = 4 resting, n = 4 IL15-activated) were la-
beled for miRNA detection using Agilent’s miRNA Microarray
System version 1.5. Total RNAs (100 ng) were first dephosphory-
lated with Calf Intestine Alkaline Phosphatase (Takara Bio) and
then denatured in 100% DMSO. Samples were labeled by ligation
of one cyanine 3-pCP molecule to the 39-end by T4 RNA Ligase
(New England BioLabs). Labeled RNAs were purified with Micro
Bio-Spin 6 columns (Bio-Rad) andhybridized toAgilent ‘‘pre-release’’
murinemiRNAarrays (array design ID018077), containing probes to
all miRBase v10.0. Microarrays were scanned with an Agilent DNA
Microarray Scanner. Imageswere gridded and analyzed using Agilent
feature extraction software version 9.5.3.1. Data were normalized to
the 75% median intensity of each array, and values are reported as
a total gene signal of multiple probes for each miRNA.
Quantitative real-time PCR assays and analysis
Four-hundred-fifty nanograms of total RNA from each sample (n =
4 replicates of resting, and n = 4 replicates of IL15-activated NK
cells) was copied into cDNA usingMegaplex RT primers for Rodent
Pool ‘‘A’’ and Multiscribe reverse transcriptase per the manufac-
turer’s instructions (Applied Biosystems). qRT-PCR was performed
with the corresponding TaqMan Rodent MicroRNA ‘‘A’’ Array
Card, loaded according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Array
cards were run on an Applied Biosystems 7900HT System and
analyzed with SDS software v.2.3 and RQ Manager 1.2. MammU6
signal was used as the endogenous control for calculating DCt
(cycle threshold) values from the raw Ct values generated by the
software. DCt values were averaged across either resting or acti-
vated samples for each miRNA. miRNAs with an average DCt
(miRNA Ct  MammU6 Ct) of >15 for both resting and activated
groups were designated as being below the limit of detection by
qRT-PCR. For individual miRNA qRT-PCR assays (Applied Bio-
systems) to assess miR-223 and miR-21 overexpression following
transfection, RNU48 was used as the calibrator.
miR-223 overexpression and psiCheck2 sensor plasmids
miR-223 was overexpressed using a modified pMND-GFP vector
with themiRNA ‘‘mini-gene’’ cloned intoAscI/SphI sites engineered
into the 39 UTR of GFP. An hsa-mir-223 mini-gene containing the
pre-mir-223 hairpin sequence and ;200 bp of flanking pri-mir-223
sequence was amplified (forward: CTTTACCTGCTTATCTTCAG
GATCTCT; reverse: CGTACGCGCCCCCATCAGCACTCT, size 527
nt), and subcloned into the pMND-GFP 39 UTR. The resultant
pMND-GFP-miR-223 vector was transfected into 293T cells, and
overexpression was confirmed using qRT-PCR (miR-223 miRNA
assay, ABI), normalized to sno135. For a negative control, a pMND-
GFP- miR-21 mini-gene was amplified (forward: TTTCCTTTAGGA
GCATTATGAGC; reverse: TGGCACAAAAGACTCTAAGTGCCACC,
size 375 nt), subcloned in a similar fashion into MND-GFP, and
overexpression confirmed via qRT-PCR (ABI). Transient transfection
of these vectors using DharmaFECT Duo (Dharmacon) results in
robust expression of both GFP (50%–85% GFP+ at 48 h) and miR-
223 or miR-21 in 293T cells. To provide a sensor plasmid readout of
GzmB 39-UTR control, the murine GzmB 39 UTR was amplified by
PCR (forward: CTACAGAAGCAACATGGATC; reverse: TTTGATTT
TACATCATTTTTGTCCA, size 558 nt), TA cloned (Clonetech), and
then subcloned in the psiCheck2 luciferase reporter construct
(Promega). This reporter contains both a Renilla luciferase under
the control of the subcloned 39 UTR, and a control firefly luciferase
for normalization. A similar cloning approach was used to gener-
ate psiCheck2 containing the murine Prf1 39 UTR (forward: CAT
AATAACAACAATAACAGCCTG; reverse: GGGAGAAGGGATTTAA
AGCTG, size 381 nt). The GzmB 39 UTR with mutation of the
predicted miR-223 seed sequence target site was engineered as
shown in Figure 5 using the Quick Change site-directed muta-
genesis kit (Stratagene). For luciferase assays, the indicated pMND-
GFP-based vector and the indicated psiCheck2-39-UTR vectors
were cotransfected (DharmaFect Duo) into 293T cells, and lucif-
erase activity was determined after 48 h using the Dual-Glo sub-
strate system (Promega) on a standardmicroplate reader (Beckman
Coulter LD400 luminometer). Data are presented as the ratio of
experimental (Renilla) luciferase to control (firefly) luciferase.
Statistical comparisons
Read counts from different libraries were normalized and com-
pared using a Fisher exact test with Bonferroni correction
(Romualdi et al. 2003; Cummins et al. 2006). For other platforms,
means from different conditions were compared using the
Student’s t-test. A significance threshold of P < 0.05 was used.
Linear regressions and Spearman’s correlation calculations were
performed using Prism v5.00 software (GraphPad).
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Note added in proof
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